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Naturalness is often invoked but rarely defined

• Dirac naturalness: no small or big dimensionless numbers present

• ’t Hooft naturalness: a parameter is naturally small if in presence of some 

symmetry its value is zero

These are awkward to apply to the case of why

the weak scale is so suppressed compared to Planck scale


under a quantitative assessment of naturalness

EENZ/BG naturalness:
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Depending on parameter choice, get different answers

even for same inputs:



While BG naturalness may tell you how fine-tuned your computer

code is, what we really want to know is: is nature fine-tuned or natural?

Usually when we invoke naturalness, it is within the sense

of practical naturalness:

This was used by Gaillard & Lee to predict the charm quark 

mass from KL-KS mass splitting

Apply to the SM Higgs mass:



This is why we expect new physics to be revealed

not far from the weak scale:

natural

must fine-tune

a natural value of m(h) is comparable to its largest contribution



For SUSY, quadratic divergences all cancel, but intertwined log divergences

remain: do they lead to a Little Hierarchy?

BG fine-tuning reduces to D(EW) for correlated parameters,

e.g. SUSY with dilaton domination:

m2
0 = m2

3/2 with m1/2 = �A0 =
p
3m3/2

multiple soft term parameters introduced

to parametrize our ignorance of SUSY breaking mechanism-


under well specified hidden sector, then expect all soft terms correlated,

calculable in terms of m(3/2)



Aside on high scale (HS, stop mass) measure

Implies 3 3rd generation squarks <500 GeV:

SUSY ruled out under �HS

BUT! too many terms ignored! NOT VALID!

The bigger m2
Hu

(⇤) is, the bigger is the cancelling correction-
these terms are not independent.

For big enough m2
Hu

(⇤), then
m2

Hu
driven to natural value at weak scale:

radiatively driven naturalness (RNS)
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mSUGRA/CMSSM highly unnatural

under all measures:

ruled out by LHC!

NUHM2 model which allows 

small mu allowed by D(EW)!

SUSY still natural even in face

of LHC sparticle and Higgs


mass constraints!



Another aside: visual display of fine-tuning turning on for

D(EW)>~30 or mu>~350 GeV

Display of top 10 contributions to D(EW) for various mu values



It is sometimes invoked that maybe we should abandon naturalness:

after all, isn’t the cosmological constant (CC) fine-tuned?

In a multiverse with 10^500 vacua with different CCs,

then the tiny value of the CC may not be surprising since


larger values would lead to runaway pocket universes

where galaxies wouldn’t condense- 


anthropics: no observers in such universes (Weinberg)

The CC is as natural as possible subject to the condition

that it leads to galaxy condensation



To handle string theory and concomitant multiverse,

Douglas introduced concept of stringy naturalness

(anthropics hides here)

This embodies Weinberg’s prediction of CC

Can we apply similar reasoning to magnitude of weak scale?

m(weak)~=m(W,Z,h)~100 GeV



dP/dO ⇠ fprior · fselection

What is f(prior) for SUSY breaking scale?

In string theory, usually complicated hidden sector

containing a variety of F- and D- breaking fields

For comparable <Fi> and <Dj> values, then expect

fprior ⇠ m2nF+nD�1
soft Under single F-term


SUSY breaking,

expect linear increasing 


statistical selection

of soft terms 

If even more fields 

contribute to SUSY

breaking, expect


even stronger draw



What about f(selection)?
Originally, people adopted

to penalize soft terms straying too far from weak scale

This doesn’t work for variety of cases

• Too big soft terms can lead to CCB minima: must veto such vacua

• Bigger m(Hu)^2 leads to more natural value at weak scale

• Bigger A(t) trilinear suppresses t1, t2 contribution to weak scale

Adopt mu solution which leads to natural, weak scale value of mu~100-350 GeV

Then for statistically selected soft terms, m(weak) is output, not input

Must veto too large m(weak) values: nuclear physics screwed up

(Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue, Seckel, 1998)

Factor four deviation of weak scale from measured value => D(EW)<30
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Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue, Seckel:

deviation in magnitude of weak scale by more than factor of 2-5


from measured value leads to nuclear physics disasters

anthropic selection for magnitude of m(weak)



The bigger mHu(mGUT) becomes, the

smaller is its weak scale value

The bigger At(mGUT ) becomes,
the smaller is ⌃u

u(t̃1,2)



Veto pocket universes with CCB minima or minima leading

to weak scale a (conservative) factor four greater


than our value m(W,Z,h)~100 GeV

Agrawal,Barr,

Donoghue, Seckel



Living dangerously with stringy naturalness

EW symmetry

barely broken

Must avoid CCB/noEWSB minima;

soft terms drawn to red,

where pocket universe 


weak scale close to our value



Putting it all together: mild n=1 statistical draw on m(soft)

greater density of points is more stringy natural:

soft terms as big as possible such that EW symmetry


properly broken, not too big EW scale

HB, Barger, Salam



What does stringy naturalness imply for m(h)?

For n=1 or 2, expect m(h)~125 GeV!

HB, Barger, Serce, Sinha



HB, Barger, Serce, Sinha

string landscape statistical predictions for

sparticle masses



From stringy naturalness, expect LHC to see Higgs 

with m(h)~125 GeV but as yet no sign of sparticles!



To test SUSY in gluino-pair or stop-pair channels,

may need upgrade to HE-LHC

Compare landscape statistical predictions to

LHC simplified model SUSY searches

HB, Barger, Salam, Serce, Sinha



Soft dilepton+jet+MET signature from higgsino pair production
Natural SUSY: only higgsinos need lie close to weak scale

It appears that HL-LHC can see entire natural SUSY p-space;

signal in this channel should emerge slowly as more integrated luminosity accrues



Only higgsinos required to lie near weak scale

Signal in soft-dilepton+jet+MET channel should

gradually emerge at LHC14 as more and more


integrated luminosity accrues!

HB, Barger, Salam, Serce, Sinha



What about WIMPs?

To be natural in QCD sector, must solve strong CP via axion:

DM=axion+higgsino-like WIMP admixture

Bae, HB, Serce



Typically, DM is axion dominated unless 

non-thermal processes (axino,saxion decay)


augment WIMP abundance

WIMPs haven’t been detected so far because there are likely

a lot less of them floating around than in WIMP-only DM scenario

Bae, HB, Serce



Ultimately expect WIMP

signal from multi-ton

noble liquid detectors!

HB, Barger, Salam, Serce, Sinha



Stringy naturalness
• soft terms large as possible subject to proper EW 

symmetry breaking with not too large weak scale


• Expect at this point LHC see m(h)~125 GeV but              
no sign of  sparticles


• Signal slowly emerges at LHC14 in soft dilepton+j+MET


• Expect WIMP direct detection ultimately


• Axion detection far more difficult: SUSY DFSZ coupling 
suppressed


